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Positron ranges were obtained experimentally
for several nuclides used in scintigraphic imag
ing. The nuclides examined were "C, "IV, 15O,
1SF, 68Go, and 8*Rb. The results are discussed

with respect to the ultimate spatial resolution
obtained in a scintigraphic image.

In recent times there has been renewed interest in
scintigraphic imaging of positron emitters, particu
larly in connection with three-dimensional tomogra
phy using positron annihilation photon coincidence
detection (1-4). This has prompted us to obtain
more detailed information on positron ranges, pene
tration depths, and range distributions, which we
believe are relevant to the final image resolution and
ultimate design factors for positron cameras.

The terms "range" and "path length" (or sum of

collision lengths) have been widely used in a some
what ambiguous manner. According to well-known
range-energy relations, the path length 7 is given by
the following (5):

where -,â€”
dx

<"
represents the stopping power of the

medium and T is the kinetic energy of the electrons.
The path length has been misused as "range" on

several occasions. The range, as defined in this paper,
is strictly the penetration depth, which can be iden
tified only by such statistical distribution quantities
as FWHM and FW(1/10)M (i.e., 90% absorption
thickness). The path length is interpreted as the in
tegral of the reciprocal of the stopping power, i.e.,
the continuous slowing down approximation range.
Since electrons and positrons follow a tortuous path
in matter, due to elastic and inelastic scattering by
atoms, the range derived from the continuous slow
ing down approximation appears much larger than
the range defined in this paper. Also, since the

"range" of the positron is so much smaller than the
"path length" (6-8), and possibly smaller than the

resolution of the camera itself (9), neither estimates
from the range-energy table using the continuous
slowing down approximation nor direct measure
ments using existing positron-imaging devices can
correctly reveal the actual "range" or penetration

depth, the factor that ultimately causes the image
blurring.

In the present paper, the quantitative results of
direct experimental determination of positron ranges
are given for a number of clinically used positron-
emitting radionuclides. Observation of the images
obtained with existing imaging devices can only
qualitatively describe the phenomenon (10). The
purpose of the present paper is, therefore, to deter
mine the "intrinsic" uncertainty in an image ob

tained with a positron-imaging device so that its
clinical effect can be predicted.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement used
for the determination of the absolute positron range
distributions for six clinically useful radionuclides.
The source, an aqueous solution of the radionuclide
in a polystyrene tube (1.39 mm inner diameter),
was moved in the y direction in a 38-mm-wide water
tank placed between two carefully aligned well-
shielded lead collimators of 3.17 mm diameter and
50.8 mm length.

Fast anode pulses from two Nal(Tl) + PM tube
detectors were fed to the time-to-pulse-height con
verter through the time pick-off units (timing filter
amplifier -f- constant fraction discriminator). The
pulses within the time resolution of Â±10 nsec were
then selected by a single-channel analyzer and fed
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FIG. 1. Setup for poiilron range experiment.

LSF OF DIFFERENT POSITRONS IN WATER

to the slow triple-coincidence unit. Coincident events
fulfilling the present energy condition (the selected
energy interval was 300-560 keV) were then fed
to a multichannel analyzer operated in a multichan
nel scaling mode and synchronized with a motor that
moved the source tube.

In Fig. 2, the experimentally observed range dis
tributions are shown. The curve with open squares
is the near-ideal case, namely zero positron range,
obtained with a 1SFsource sealed in a lead tube with

1.39 mm inner diameter and 1 mm thickness. This
ideal experimental case (zero positron range) agrees
very well with the computer-simulated results; the
heavy line shown in the figure is the simulated result
taking into account the line character of the tube.
It also agrees with the 50% isosensitivity response
at the center, which is 0.4 of the collimator radius.
As expected, the broadening of the range distribu
tion increases with the increase of the maximum and
most probable energies of the emitted positrons.

Since the collimators' contribution to the range

distribution is small for the high-energy positrons
emitted from 1BO, 68Ga, or 82Sr*, the indicated

FW(1/10)M is mainly due to the range of the posi
trons. One-half of the FW(l/10)M corresponds to
the thickness of the material within which 90% of
the particles are stopped, and it can be defined as
the "effective range" R of the positrons. The ratio of

R to the path length calculated by the continuous
slowing down approximation (Eq. 1) is as low as
one-third for 82Srand as high as one-half for UC.

It is uncertain why there is a substantial difference
in FWHM between ir'O and ""Ga and almost no
difference between "8Ga and K-Rb (which has a much

higher maximum as well as a higher most probable
energy). The FW(1/10)M, however, is considerably
different in either case.

Table 1 summarizes the maximum energies, most
probable energies, half-lives, theoretically calculated
path lengths, and FWHM and FW(1/10)M radial

RADIAL RANGE

FIG. 2. Line spread functions of different positrons in water.

* The notation ^Rb or KSr is used in this paper to repre
sent an equilibrium mixture of ^'Rb and Å“Sr.

TABLEMaximum

energy(MeV)Most
probable energy(MeV)Half-life

(min)Path

length for electron of same maximumenergyRadial
range in water (exp)* FWHM(cm)Radial
range in water (exp)* FW(1/10)M(cm)*

For line source of 0.1397 cm diameter with1.

POSITRON-EMITTINGISOTOPESISp0.6330.2025109.7in

water (cm) 0.2390.1020.18"C0.9590.32620.30.4980.1110.219"N1.1970.43210.00.5350.1420.2781601.7380.69620.8220.1490.357MGo1.8980.78368.30.9080.1680.39582eÂ»

I^DlÂ»!
Or {KO)3.1481.3851.31.5610.1690.580.3

175 cm -diameter collimator.
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ranges for the six most commonly used positron-
emitting radionuclides.

CONCLUSION

The line spread functions produced by positron-
emitting radionuclides are smaller than would be
predicted solely on the basis of the conventional
"range path length" concept. The main reasons are

the tortuous path of a positron during collisions with
atomic electrons, and the fact that the most probable
energy is substantially lower than the indicated maxi
mum energy.

Since actual line spread functions observed with
most of the radionuclides were smaller than 3 mm
FWHM, there will probably not be a significant loss
in spatial resolution in actual scanners or cameras.
It appears, however, that with high-energy positron
emitters (e.g., *-Sr) the line spread contribution due

to a relatively large FW(1/10)M (11.6 mm) might
affect images obtained with high-resolution positron
cameras (10-12).
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This 1-day meeting is now in the process of development. Present plans call for plenary sessionsin

the morning and concurrent clinical and engineering sessionsin the afternoon. Contributions from all

areas are desired, with special emphasis on papers on applications of the computer in a spÃ©cifieclinical

procedure.
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